
IoT Bootcamp

Training

Why 

Are you positioned to participate in the

explosion of IoT opportunities? Do you

understand the players, the technology? Do

you need a clear vision?

 

With IoT Bootcamp Training, either on-site or

online, your team will quickly understand and

capture a clear understanding of key business

goals and technical requirements that are key

to your company's IoT success.

Who

IoT Bootcamp is for organizations wanting to

develop an increased understanding of the

concepts of IoT and the positive impact it can

have on their business development and

strategies.

 

No matter what stage of the IoT Journey your

organization is in, an IoT Bootcamp is an

invaluable tool to identify, clarify, & illuminate

the path to a successful IoT Product launch.

www.spindance.com
 

email: hello@spindance.com

Contact Us

It's not easy to get started on your
 IoT Journey! As experts in IoT

Integration with our proven
approach, SpinDance will guide you,

your team, and your product to a
smooth, and successful launch.



What 

You and your team will quickly get up to speed

with the opportunities and risks associated

with IoT development. You will understand the

various layers, roles, and processes of a mature

IoT solution.

 

Shared knowledge is built which helps to

accelerate decisions and improve collaboration

across your entire team creating an

organizational alignment.

Benefits  

IoT Bootcamp is a 3-hour, fast-paced course

covering a variety of business

and technology topics. It is designed to help

business leaders, product managers,

designers, engineers, and marketers

understand the IoT landscape. Topics covered

are an Intro to IoT with building blocks and

value props, challenges to adopting IoT,

creating value, and creating world-class

products.

Our Approach
Our consistent approach drives
proven and powerful results!

We get to know you, your team, and
your systems to assess where you
are and where you want to go.
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We map your path using workshops
& collaboration, roadmaps, and clear
strategies on how to get there.
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Design

We develop an end-to-end system
 design and share how the

 data flows throughout the build.
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Develop

Using agile principles, we build
small, demo-able parts and give you
a chance to weigh in throughout the
project.
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Maintain & Support

Our team delivers ongoing software
 updates and maintenance after

launch.
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Assess


